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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we generalize the notion of a polynomial algebra over an arbitrary 
algebra A by introducing polynomials in noncommuting or nonassociating indete rmi-
nates. These more general polynomials have the desirable property that the collec-
tion of polynomial functions induced by these polynomials is closed under point-wise 
function multiplication, regardless of any assumptions on A. As a consequence, if 
we have equa lity of polynomials f (x) = g(x)h(x) , then we have equality of elements 
of A, f(a) = g(a)h(a). Each of the polynomial algebras discussed in this paper was 
constructed by Wilczynski in [8]. 
The notion of a polynomial algebra K[x] over a commutative ring Kin a com-
muting indeterminate x is familiar to algebra students. A polynomial in this algebra 
has the form 
where ai E K. Throughout this paper we will use the polynomial algebra K[x] as a 
guide for inquiry and discussion. For many of the algebraic properties associated with 
polynomials in commutin g indeterminates, there exist related or analogous results for 
polynomials in noncommuting or nonassociating indeterminates. Yet at the same 
time , it is likely that the reader will be surpr ised by certain properties of these poly-
nomials. We will illustrat e these properties through examples of these polynomials 
and their associated polynomial functions. 
In chapte r 2 we discuss the motivation for studying polynomials in noncommuting 
or nonassociating indet erm inates. We also supply some background information and 
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an overview of the history of such polynomials. In chapter 3 we give a formal definition 
of each polynomial algebra, without providing an explicit construction. Instead, we 
provide an informal description of each polynomial algebra that will give the reader an 
intuitive feel for each structure. Chapter 4 contains a discussion of a K-module basis 
of polynomials for certain polynomial algebras, which will be useful in the following 
chapters. In chapter 5 we consider the question of which polynomial algebras contain 
zero divisors. In chapter 6 we discuss a few addition algebraic properties of formal 
polynomial algebras , including the degree of polynomials, localization, the Hilbert 
basis theorem, and polynomial ideals. 
We introduce polynomial functions in chapter 7. There we discuss roots of poly-
nomials and provide a generalization of Bezout's theorem, which asserts that an 
element k of an algebra is a root of polynomial f(x) if and only if f (x) is contained 
in the ideal (x - k). We elaborate on the important distinction between polynomi-
als and polynomial functions, and give examples to demonstrate this difference. We 
also explore some properties of formally composing two polynomials or polynomial 
functions. In chapter 8 we expand the notion of a formal derivative to apply to all 




Throu ghou t this paper K will denot e a commut at ive associative rin g with iden-
tity. AK-algebra A is a unitary (left) K-modul e equipped with a K -bilinear multipli-
catio n map Ax A---; A, (a, b) ~ ab. In general A is not assumed to be commutative 
or assoc iat ive, nor is A assum ed to have a multipli cat ive identity. Th e nucleus of 
A, N(A), is the subset of A consisting of elements that associate with every pair of 
elements b, c E A. Th at is, an element a in A is in the nucleus of A if for all b, c E A 
we have (ab)c = a(bc), (ba)c = b(ac), and (bc)a = b(ca). We call an element in 
the nucleus a nuclear element . N(A) is always an assoc iat ive subalgebra of A. The 
center of A , Z(A) , is the set of elements of A that commut e and associate with all 
elements of A. Elements in Z(A) are called central element s. Z(A) is always a cent ra l 
suba lgebra of both A and N(A). 
2.1 The Difficulty 
The theory of polynomials over a commutative associative ring or algebra is well 
understood. However, in low-level math courses, littl e distinction is made between 
forma l polynomia ls and polynomial funct ions. In this paper we demon strate the 
hazards of tak ing polynom ial functio ns for granted. 
For a polynomial f (x) = I:7=o aixi where the coefficients ai come from a com-
mutative assoc iat ive algebra K , we can define a polynomial funct ion f: K ---; K , 
that has rul e of assignm ent k ~ f(k) = I:7=o aiki = I:7=o kiai . For each k E K , 
the funct ion 0k : K[x] ---; K given by 0k(f( x)) = f(k) , called evaluation at k , is an 
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algebra homomorphism. Th at is, for c EK , and f(x) , g(x) E K[x] , 0k satisfies 
(1) 0k(c · J(x)) = c · J(k) , 
(2) 0k(f(x) + g(x)) = J(k) + g(k) , and 
(3) 0k(f( x)g(x)) = f(k)g(k). 
An element k EK is said to be a root of J(x) E K[x] if f(k) = 0 E K . 
Because the ind ete rminate x commut es with elements of A , we have the equality 
n n 
f(x) = L aii = L xiai. 
i=O i=l 
When A is assoc iat ive, but not commutative however , it is no longer tru e in general 
that I:~o aiki = I:7=o kiai for each k E A . Hence, to ensur e that evaluation at k is a 
well defined function , we must first decide on a single repr esentation off (x) E A[x). 
If we choose to write f (x) = I:7=o aixi, then we get right evaluation at k: 
n 
J(k) = L aiki EA. 
i=O 
If A is nonassociative , then even the expression I: ::,,0 aiki is not well defined 
because we do not know where to put parenth esis in the summand aiki. Hence, an 
additiona l convention in regards to parenth esis, such as 
n 
f(k) = L ai(k (k(· · · (k(k)) · · · ))) , 
i=O 
must be made for right evaluat ion at k to be well-defined. 
Th e disadvant age to defining an evaluation map 0k: A[x] - A (such as right 
evaluat ion) by deciding on a standard repres entation of each polynomial in A[x] is 
that 0k is no longer a K -algebra homomorphism. That is , f(x) = g(x)h(x) does not 
imply that f(k) = g(k)h(k). 
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A major purpos e for st udying polynomials is to define polynomial funct ions. It is 
desirable that polynomi al addition and multipli cat ion reflect the algebra multiplica-
tion of an arbitrary element "x" of A. Clearly, the traditional polynomial algebra A[x] 
does not fulfill this requir ement when A is not both commutative and associative. 
2.2 Attempts to Bypass the Difficulty 
Despit e these formidabl e objections, th ere exists a rather elegant th eory of right 
roots of polynomi als over an associative division algebra with identity . For exampl e, 
k E N(A) is a right root of f(x ) E N(A) [x] if and only if f(x) = g(x)(x - k). 
It is a well known result in algebra that a polynomial of degree n over a field K has 
at most n distinct roots in K. Th e ana logous statement for polynomials over a division 
algebra fails to hold . The real quate rnion s 1H provid e an easy exam ple of this fact , as 
each of i , j , and k is a root of the second degree polynomial f(x) = x2 + 1 E IH[x]. 
Also, each multiplicativ e conju gate of i , j, and k is root of f(x). Because i, j , and 
k have an infinit e numb er of conju gates, f(x) has an infinit e number of roots in IH. 
However , it is not hard to show that a polynomial f (x) of degr ee n over an associat ive 
division algebra with identity A can have right roots from at most n conju gacy classes 
of A. 
Niven and Jacobson showed, using algebra ic methods , that the division ring of 
quaternions over a real-closed field is right ( and left) algebra ically closed. That is, 
every nonconstant quat ernion polynom ial has a right root among the quaternions. 
Proofs of these facts, as well as a concise, well-written summary of the theory of right 
roots , can be found in [5]. 
Nevertheless , right polynomial funct ions are not closed und er pointwi se funct ion 
multiplication. Right evaluation fails to adequate ly describ e the algebra operations 
that can be performed on an arbitrary element "x" of A. This failure leads us to seek 
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an expanded definition of a polynomial that will induce more polynomial functions. 
In 1944, Eilenberg and Niven [2] considered a collection of polynomial type ex-
pressions over the real quaternions in a single indeterminate x, where it was not 
assumed that coefficients commuted with the indeterminate x. They successfully 
showed that every such expression with highest degree term a monomial has a root 
in IH. In 1965, Gordon and Motzkin [3] supplied a rigorous definition of polynomials 
in finitely many noncommuting indeterminates. Later Rohrl [7] supplied a definition 
of polynomials in nonassociating indeterminates that have the property that evalua-
tion is an algebra homomorphism. Recently, Wilczynski [8] has refined each of these 
constructions and placed each of these polynomial algebras in the context of a hier-
archy of quotient algebras, each satisfying a universal property that determines the 
structure up to isomorphism. These formal polynomial algebras are the objects of 
our study in this paper. 
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CHAPTER 3 
AN INFORMAL DESCRIPTION OF FORMAL POLYNOMIAL ALGEBRAS 
3.1 Universal Construction 
In this section we will describe six different polynomial algebras on a set of 
indeterminates X: the nonunitary polynomial algebras Ac(x) , A((X)), and A(((X))), 
and their unitary counterparts A[X], A[(X)], and A[((X))]. In many ways, the unitary 
polynomials are the more intuitive and interesting polynomials of the six that will be 
discussed. However , the unitar y polynomials are only defined when th e und erlying 
algebra A has identity. 
Each of these polynomial algebras has been rigorously defined by Wilczynski 
[8]. In this reference, it was shown that each of these polynomial algebras satisfies a 
certa in universa l prop erty which uniqu ely determines the polynomial algebra up to 
isomorphism. Thus, inst ead of reproducing the original construction, we will simply 
state the universal prop erty that determines each st ructure followed by a deta iled and 
intuitive description of each polynomial algebra. 
In order to discuss a complicated grouping of elements in a nonassociativ e alge-
bra , Wilczynski introduc es the following notation: Let rm denote the finit e set of all 
formal groupings of an ordered product of m elements that can be formed in A. For 
example , r 3 consists of two elements corresponding to the two possible products ( ab )c 
and a(bc). Two groupings 'YE rm and 'Y' Er n can be combined to form a grouping 
'Y + "(1 E r m+n· A product of elements that are multiplied with grouping 'Y can be 
written as an ordered m-tuple with superscript 'Y, such as (a(bc))d = (a, b, c, d)'Y. The 
following theorem and diagram were provided by Wilczynski [8]. 
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Theorem 3.1 (Universal Property Theorem). Let 'ljJ: AUX -, B be a function 
extending a K -algebra homomorphism ¢: A -, B. 
(I) There exists a unique K-algebra homomorphism 1/J*: A(((X)))-, B such that 
holds for all monomials (a1 , ... , amft in A(((X))). 
(2) If 1/J(N(A) U X) C N(B), then 1/J* factors through a K-algebra homomorphism 
1/J:: A((X)) -, B. 
(3) If 1/J(N(A) U X) C N(B) and the elements of 1/J(X) , commute with all elements of 
¢(A), then 1/J: factors through a K-algebra homomorphism 1/J;: Ac(x)-, B . 
(4) If A is a unitary K-algebra, ¢(1) E N(B) and ¢(1)1/J(x) = 1/J(x)¢(1) = 1/J(x) for 
all x E X, then 1/J*, 1/J~, and 1/J; (when defined) factor through the unit ary algebras 
A[((X))], A[(X)], and A[X]. 
Th e K- algebra st ru ct ur es and homomorphisms describ ed in the theorem are 
represented in the diagram 
(3. 1) 
A c AUX~A(((X))) ~1-~,~ 
A[X] ---- B +------ -A[((X))] 




Before describing each polynomial algebra it must first be noted that each of 
these structures is dependent upon the ring K over which A is an algebra. We will 
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suppress this dependency on K in our notation, as it will be clear which ring K is 
being used from the context. It will often be convenient to take K to be the exact 
center of A, though we shall state this assumption explicitly when it is used. We will 
start with the three unitary K-algebras A[X], A[(X)], and A[((X))], which are only 
defined when A has identity. We will often discuss only the case X = { x}, where we 
adopt the convention of writing A[x] instead of A[ { x}]. 
3.2 Unitary Polynomials in Commuting lndeterminates 
If A is an algebra with identity , then the unitary polynomial algebra A[X] is 
simply the traditional polynomial algebra in the indeterminates X. Here we assume 
that each indeterminate x E X commutes and associates with all elements of A. 
Example 3.2. The polynomial 
(3 + i)x 2 + 4x - 3i 
is an example of a nonzero polynomial in the algebra <C[ x]. In this algebra it is natural 
to take K to be the center <C of <C. 
Unitary polynomials in commuting indeterminates serve as a good model of al-
gebra operations that can be performed on a central element "x" of A. That is, if we 
represent each x EX by an arbitrary element in Z(A), then polynomial addition and 
multiplication in A[X] faithfully represent the algebra addition and multiplication in 
A. 
3.3 Unitary Polynomials in Noncommuting lndeterminates 
Intuitively, the unitary polynomial algebra A[(x)] over an associative algebra A 
with identity consists of polynomials which are a finite sum of monomial expressions 
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of the form 
where all ai E A. Multiplication of two monomials is accomplished by the rule 
and multiplication in A[(x)] has the property that it extends the multiplication of 
monomials to be K-bilinear. The indeterminate x associates with all elements of A. 
The only elements of A[(x)] which commute with the indeterminate x are elements of 
K · IA. 
Example 3.3. Consider the Ill-algebra of real quaternions lH and the associated unitary 
noncommutative polynomial algebra ll-I[(x)]. The polynomial 
f(x) = ixix - xixi + jxjx - xjxj + kxkx - xkxk 
is a nonzero polynomial which will discus s again in Section 7.2. Note that if we view 
J(x) as a polynomial in ll-I[x] then J(x) = 0. That is, J(x) is in the kernel of the 
natural quotient map ll-I[(x)] ----) ll-I[x]. 
Example 3.4 . It is possible to view the complex numbers C as an Ill-algebra . In 
this case, the polynomial ix - xi is a nonzero polynomial in IR.C[(x)]. However , the 
polynomial ix - xi is less interesting to us, because it induces the zero polynomial 
function C ----) C. 
If the algebra A is not associative, then neither is the algebra A[(x)]. All elements 
of N(A) and the indeterminate x are nuclear elements of A[(x)], and elements of K 
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sti ll commute with x. However, if b, c, d E A, then 
b(cd) =I (bc)d impli es b((cx)d) =I (bc)(xd) in A[(x)]. 
Thus , we cannot forget entire ly about parenthesis when dealing with polynomials in 
noncommuting indeterminates. 
More genera lly, polynomials in A[(X)] consist of finite sums of monomials where 
each indeterminate x E X associates with every pair in A, but commutes only with 
elements of K. Nuclear elements of A are also nuclear elements of A[(X)]. 
If K is a subalgebra of A , the suba lgebra K[(x)] of A[(x)] is isomorphic to the 
polynomial algebra K[ x]. The algebra K[(X)] is known in the literature [5] as a free 
K-ring. The algebra A[x] is a quotient algebra of A[(x)]. A[(x)] contains a subset of 
polynomials of the form anxn + · · · + a1x + a0 , but this subset is not multiplicatively 
closed. Gordon and Motzkin [3] constructed this algebra in the case where A is 
associative, K is the exact center of A, and X is a finite set. 
Unitary polynomials in noncommuting indeterminates serve as a good model of 
algebra operations that can be performed on a nuclear element "x" of A. That is, if we 
represent each x EX by an arb it rary element in N(A), then polynomial addition and 
multip lication in A[(X)] faithfu lly represent the algebra addition and multip lication 
in A. 
3.4 Unitary Polynomials in Nonassociating lndeterminates 
Intuitively, a nonassociative polynomial over an algebra A with identity in the 
unitary polynomial algebra A[((x))] is a finite sum of monomial expressions of the form 
12 
where all ai E A. In such a monomi al any grouping of elements of A may be simplified 
via multipli cat ion rul es of A. Using Wilczynski's notation we can writ e a monomi al 
in A[((x))] as (a 1 , ... , am)"!, where ai EAU {x}. Two monomi als can be multipli ed by 
the rule 
Multiplication in A[((x))] has the prop erty that it extends the multiplication of mono-
mials to be K-bilinear. Th e only element s of A[((x))] which commute and associate 
with each indete rmin ate x are the elements of K • lA. 
Example 3.5. The real quaternions lH are a subalgebra of the real octonions ([). Th e 
polynomial 
g(x) = i ((xj)x ) - i (x(j x) ) 
is a nonzero unitary nonassociative polynomial in ([)[((x))] and in lH[((x))]. Note that we 
could also view g(x) as a polynomial in lH[(x)]. However , in this case g(x) = 0 E lH[(x)]. 
That is, g(x) is in the kernel of the natural quotient map lH[((x))] - lH[(x)] . 
In genera l, the algebra A[((X))] satisfies the same properties described above. That 
is, the only elements of A[((X))] which commute and associate with each indeterm inate 
x E X are the element s of K · l A. Unlike K[(x)], the suba lgebra K[((x))] of A[((x))] is 
not isomorphic to K[x]. We see this as a consequence of th e universal prop erty and 
the fact that a K-algebra B may not be power-associative. That is, it is sometim es 
the case that b2b-/- bb2 for some b E B. Hence, x2x-/- xx2 in A[((x))]. 
Unitary polynomials in nonassociating indeterminates serve as a good model of 
algebra operations that can be perform ed on an arbitrary element "x" of A. Th at is, if 
we represent each x E X by an arbitrary element in A, then polynomial addition and 
multipli cat ion in A[((X))] faithfully represent th e algebra addition and multiplication 
in A. 
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In general a monomial in A[(x)] or A[((x))] is of the form 
where ai is a (possibly empty) sequence of coefficients from A. The natural quotient 
map from A[(x)] -+ A[x], pictur ed in the univers al property diagram, is given by 
In the quoti ent th e indeter minat e x becomes a central element of A[x] . Similarly , th e 
quotient map A[((x))] -+ A[(x)] makes the indete rmin ate x a nuclear element of A[(x)]. 
3.5 Nonunitary Polynomial Algebras 
When A has ident ity the polynomial algebras A[X], A[(X)], and A[((X))], are 
quotient algebras of polynomial algebras Ac(x), A((X)), and A(((X))), respect ively. In 
particular we quoti~nt out the ideal generate d by the elements of the form f (X) 1 -
f(X) and lf(X) - f(X). The polynomial x is in each of Ac(x), A((x)), and A(((x))) 
regardl ess of whether or not A has identity. In each of Ac(x) , A((x)), and A(((x))) 
multipli cat ion of elements in A takes place accord ing to the st ruct ure of A. However, 
it is no longer the case that lp(x) = p(x) for all polynomials p(x) (assuming A has 
ident ity) . In particular , the polynomial algebra A[X], as traditionally defined (when 
A does not have ident ity), is only a proper sub algebra of Ac(x). 
The reader may find the diagram presented on the frontispiece (page v) to be a 
useful remind er of th e difference between each of the polynomial algebras. 
In analogy to the traditional polynomials , we define the degree of th e zero poly-
nomial to be -oo , and the degre e of all other monomials to be the numb er of in-
dete rminat es in the produ ct that forms the monomial. A polynomial f (X) is said 
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to be m-homogeneous if it can be written as a sum of degree m monomials. For a 
set W of polynomials, we denote the subset of m-homogeneous polynomials by the 
symbol W(m)· There is no unique way to write a polynomial as a sum of monomials. 
However , each polynomial J(X) in W can be uniquely written as a sum of its homo-
geneous parts; J(X) = ~1=o h)(X), where f(i)(X) E W(i)· The degree of a polynomial 
J(X) is the greatest number m such that f(m)(X) =I-0. Polynomials of degree zero are 
referred to as constant polynomials. 
For X' c X the polynomial algebra A(((X'))) is a suba lgebra of A(((X))). More 
significant ly, we have the useful character izations in 
Corollary 3.6. If X is the disjoint union of sets X = X1 lJ X2 , then (when the 
structures are defined) we have the following isomorphisms of K-algebras: 
A(((Xi))X((X2))) ~ A(((X))), 
A((X1 ))((X2)) ~ A((X)), 
Ac(X1/(X2) ~ Ac(X) , 
A[((Xi))] [((X2))] ~ A[((X))], 
A[(X1)][(X2)] ~ A[(X)], 
A[X1](X2] ~ A[X]. 
Proof. We prove only the first isomorphism. The proof of the remaining isomor-
phisms is entire ly ana logous. Every function AU X1 ---. B which extends a K-algebra 
homomorphism A ---. B can be further extended (by the universal property) to a 
unique K-algebra homomorphism A(((X1 ))) ---. B. If we extend this map to a map of 
sets A(((X1 ))) U X2 ---. B, the universal property guarantees a uniqu e K-algebra homo-
morphism A(((X1))X((X2))) ---. B. We summarize these statements in the commutative 
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diagram 
AUX1 ---- • AUX1 UX2 
/ ', // ' / ' / )I / 
A - - - - - - - - - • B t - - - - - - - - - - - A(((X1))X((X2))) 
//// )I i<,',,, ~ 
A(((X1))) --- A(((X1))) U X2 
where each solid arrow is an inclusion map . 
We observe , in addition , that the map AU X1 U X2 - B in the diagram has 
the property that it extends the K-alg ebra homomorphism A - B and is ex-
tended uniqu ely by the K-algebra homomorphism A(((X1)))(((X2))) - B. There-




A K-MODULE BASIS FOR POLYNOMIAL ALGEBRAS 
Certain key results about polynomials depend upon our understanding of a K-
module basis of each polynomial algebra in terms of a K-module basis T = { ea} of 
the underlying algebra A. Thus, we restrict our attention in this chapter to algebras 
that are free K-modules. Throughout the remainder of this pape r the term basis will 
refer to a (left) modul e basis. This chapter will be devoted to identifying a K-basis 
for a few select polynomial algebras. 
The unit ary polynomials in commuting ind ete rminat es A[x] are well understood . 
Lemma 4.1. Let A hav e K-basis T = {ea}. The set of polynomials C = {eaxk I 
e°' E T , 0 :S k} is a K -basis of A[ x] . 
Proof. Recall from the theory of traditional polynomials that in the spec ial case 
A= K , a K-basis of K[x] is given by the set {1,x , ... ,xJ, .. . }. The tensor product 
of two free K-modules with bases {ea} and {f ,g} is itself a free K-module, and the 
set { e°' ® f 13} is its basis. Thus , A ®K K[x] has a K-module basis D = {ea® x1} . 
There is a K-algebra isomorphism A ® K K[ x] ~ A[ x] which maps a ® xn to axn. 
This isomorphism restricts to a bij ectio n D ----> C. Hence , C is a K-modul e basis of 
A[x]. D 
Note that the only assumption on A in the lemma is that A is a unitary alge-
bra, which is a free K-module . A K-basis for the vector space of m-homogeneous 
polynomials A[x] (m) is given by the set C(m) of m-homogeneous polynomials . If A is 
associative, then A[x] (m) has the structure of a (left or right) A-module. 
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Corollary 4.2. If A is an associative K-algebra, a (left) A-module basis of A[x] 1s 
given by the set C = {xk IO :S k} . 
Proof. C spa ns A[(x)]. Th e A-span of xk has K-b asis C(k) = {e0 xk}. Hence, two 
polynomials xk and x1 are A-lin early indep end ent if and only if k =I= l. Thus , C is an 
A-basis of A[(x)]. D 
Th e algebra A[(x)] is a more compli cate d structure than A[x], and a K-b asis for 
A[(x)] is correspo ndin gly more comp licate d than a K-b asis of A[x]. However, if we 
restrict our obse rvat ion to an assoc iative unitar y K-algebra A , the K-b asis of A[(x)] 
becomes mor e manageable. 
Proposition 4.3. Let A be an associative unitary K-algebra with basis {e0 } . A 
K -basis for A[( x )] is given by 
Proof. Each monomial in A[(x)] can be written as a sum of elements of the set E 
because each coefficient can be writt en as a K-linear comb inat ion of elements of 
{e0J. Thu s, E spans A[(x)]. To show K-linear ind ependence of E , we shall use the 
universal prop erty of A[(x)] to construct a K-alg ebra homomorphi sm mapping E onto 
a K- linearly independent set of another algebra B. 
We now construct the algebra B. For each nonnegative int eger m , let B (m) 
A 0 K A ®K · · · 0 K A, be the tensor product of (m+ l ) copies of A. Th en B (m) is a 
free K-module with basis {ao 0 a1 0 · · · 0 am I ai E {e0 } } . Let B = :Z:::::m::::o B(m)· 
Th ere is a K-bilin ear map 9mn: B(m) x B (n) -, B such that 
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Finally, we define a K-bilinear map g: B x B -+ B by extend the maps 9mn · B, with 
this product, is a K-algebra and a free K-module with basis { a0 ® a1 ® · · · ® am I 
m 2: O,a; E {ea}}. 
We note that multiplication in B is associative because A is associative. Further-
more, Bis a unitary K-algebra with identity equal to lA. Define¢: A-+ B to be the 
inclusion K-algebra homomorphism. The map ¢ extends to a map 'ljJ: AU { x} -+ B 
where 'lj;(x) = 1 ® 1. We note that 'lj; satisfies the properties required in Theo-
rem 3.1 (2) and (4), namely , 'lj;(A U {x}) c N(B) = B, 'l/J(l) E N(B) = B, and 
'lj;(l) 'lj;(x) = 'lj;(x)'lj;(l) = 'lj;(x) = 1 ® 1. Thus, we can invoke the universal property 
to produce a K-algebra map 'lj;~a: A[(x)] -+ B. The function 'lj;~a maps an arbitrary 
monomial m(x) = a0xa 1x · · · xak as follows: 
In particular, when we consider the case where a; E {ea} for all i, we see that 'lj;~a 
maps E bijectively onto the previously mentioned basis of B. Hence , E is itself a 
K-linearly ind ependent set. Since E spans A[(x)], it is a K-basis of A[(x)]. D 
Under the assumptions of the proposition a K-basis of the vector space A[(x)] (m) 
is given by the set E(m ). We also note that under the assumptions of the proposition 
A[(x)] has the structure of a unitary (left or right ) A-module. A left A-module basis 
of A[(x)](m) is given by {xa 1x .. . xam I a; E {ea}}. Similarly, a right A-module basis 
of A[(x)](m) is given by {aox .. . xam- 1X I ai E {ea}}. 
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Note that when A is finite dimensional and unitary the vector space of homo-
geneous polynomials A[ x] (m) is finite dimensional. If we further assume that A is 
associative, then A[(x)] (m) is also finite dimensional. 
Polynomials in nonassociating indeterminates are not so simp le. For examp le, in 
A(((x))) we encounter monomials of degree one of the form 
where ai E A. One may suppose that there is no upper bound on k and that for 
k =f. l, the monomials mk(x) and m 1(x) are K-linearly independent. We shall see that 
this supposition is the case. 
Every monomial in A(((X)); can be written as a sum of monomials consisting of a 
product of elements from the set { ea}U{X} . Moreover, if an innermost subgrouping in 
a monomia l does not have x as one of its terms , then the monomial can be simplified. 
Consider the set F consisting of elements of { ea } together with all monomials in 
A(((X))) of the form ( a 1 , a 2 , ... , an)'Y, wher e ai E {ea } U {X} , and I is such that each 
innermost subgrouping in I contains an element of X. 
Theorem 4.4. The set Fis a K-basis of A(((X))). 
Proof. The set F spans A(((X))). To show that F is a K-linearly independent set 
we use the universal property of A(((X))) and a particular algebra B , which we now 
construct. Let B be the free K-module generated by F. We give B the structure 
of a K-algebra by defining multiplication of two basic monomials p(X), q(X) E F 
as follows. If p(X) = ei and q(X) = ej, then in B we have (ei)(ej) = E~=l kiei, 
correspo nding to multiplication in A where eiej = E~=l kiei. Otherwise, we define 
the product of p(X) and q(X) to be the element of F corresponding to the monomial 
formed by the juxtaposition p(X) and q(X). Thus , the result of multiplication of p(X) 
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and q(X) in B, in the second case, is equal to the same element of F obtained as their 
product in A(((X)). We define multiplication in B by extending this multiplication 
to be K-bilinear. 
We can view A= I:: K ei as a subalgebra of B . Let </>: A ---+ B be the K-algebra 
homomorphism given by </>(a) = a. Extend</> to a map 'lj;: AUX---+ B by 'l/;(x) = (x) 
for all x E X. Then , by the universal property (Theorem 3.1 (1)), there exists a 
unique K-algebra homomorphism 'lj;*: A(((X))) ---+ B such that 
The K-algebra homomorphism 'l/;. maps F bijectively onto a K-linearly independent 
subset of B. Hence, Fis also K-lin early independent subset of A(((X))). Since Falso 
spans A(((X))), we know that Fis a K-basis of A(((X)). • 
The unitary nonassociativ e polynomial algebra A[((X))] is closely related to A(((X))). 
The main difference is that elements of KI A are central in A[((X))]. When considering 
the algebra A[((X))] we can choose the first element of our basis of A to be e1 = I A. 
We can then comp lete the set {IA} to a basis { e0 } of A. 
Consider the subset G of F consistin g of all constant monomials in F together 
with all monomials in F that do not contain e1 = IA . Let C be th e free K-modul e 
generated by G. We mak e C into a K-algebra by first defining multiplication of 
elements of G as follows. Th e element IA is defined to be a multiplicative identity on 
G, and the multipli cation of elements of G - {IA} will be given by th e multiplication 
rules of B in the proof of Theorem 4.4 . We then define multiplication in C by 
extending the multiplication of G to be bilinear. C has the structure of a unitary 
K -algebra. 
Proposition 4.5. The set G is a K-basis of A[((X))]. 
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Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.4 if we replace B with C 
and A(((X))) with A[((X))]. The only difference is that we must invoke part (4) of the 




It is not clear from the definition of each polynomial algebra whether there are 
zero divisors among the polynomials. In this paper the term zero divisor will refer to 
left or right zero divisors. An algebra without zero divisors is called a domain. 
It is well known that the polynomial algebra K[ x] has zero divisors if and only 
if the underlying algebra K has zero divisors. We present here a more general, but 
less widely known result. 
Lemma 5.1. Let A be an unitary K-algebra that is a free K-module. Then A[X] 
has zero divisors if and only if A has zero divisors. 
Proof. The proof of the "if" statement is immediate, because A is a suba lgebra of 
A[X] . The proof of the "only if" statement needs only to be given for the case of a 
finite set X = { x1 , . .. , xk} , as the multiplication of any two polynomials can be viewed 
as taking place in only finitely many ind eterminates. We prove the contrapositive. 
The proof proceeds by induction on the number of indeterminates n, starting with 
n = l. Suppose that A has no zero divisors. For the induction step consider the 
product of two polynomials f(x) and g(x) in A[x]. In particular, let us exam ine the 
portion of the product f (x)g(x) that is a product of the upper homogeneous parts 
f(m)(x)g(n)(x) of f(x) and g(x). By Corollary 4.2 f(m)(x) = amxm and 9(n)(x) = bnxn 
where am and bn are nonzero elements of A. By assumption, the product ambn =/ 0. 
Hence, the (m + n)-homogeneous part ambnxm+n of f(x)g(x) is nonzero. Therefore , 
the product f(x)g(x) is nonz ero , and A[x] has no zero divisors. 
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Suppose now that A[x1 , ... ,xk- i] has no zero divisors. Then, by the induction 
step, A[x1 , ... ,xk] 3:'. A[x1 , ... ,xk-i][xk] has no zero divisors. Thus, by induction, 
A[x1 , ... , xk] has no zero divisors for all k. Therefore, A[X] has zero divisors only if 
A has zero divisors. • 
Theorem 5.2. Let A be an associative unitary K-algebra with identity that is a free 
K-module . Then A[(X)] has zero divisors if and only if A has zero divisors. 
Proof. The "if' part is obvious, as A is a subalgebra of A[(x)]. To prove the "only if" 
part assume now that A has no zero divisors. Once again, we need only prove the 
theorem in the case where X is a finite set, since every calculation in A[(X)] can be 
viewed as taking place in an algebra of only finitely many indeterminates. Consider 
first the case where X = {x}. Suppose that f(x)g(x) = 0, where f(x) E A[(x)] 
is a polynomial of degree m and g(x) E A[(x)] is a polynomial of degree n . We 
will consider the product of the upper homogeneous parts of f(x) and g(x). Recall 
from the comment following Proposition 4.3 that a (right) A-module basis for m-
homogeneous polynomials is { ei0 x · · · eim- i x} for m > 0 and { 1} for m = 0. Similarly , 
a (left) A-module basis for n-homog eneous polynomials is {x ehx · · · xeJn} for n > 0 
and {1} for n = 0. Enumerate the multiindices of the (right) basis elements of f (m)(x) 
and the (left) basis elements of 9(n)(x) as follows: 
I= (io, ... , im- 1) eik ET , 
J = (j1 , ... , Jn) eJk E T. 
Thus we have a representation of a right A-module basis of A[(x)] (m) given by the 
polynomials of the form w1(x) = ei0 x · · · xeim- i xl. Symmetrically, we have a rep-
resentation of a left A-module basis of A[(x)] (n) given by the polynomials of the 
form w1(x) = lxej 1 X · · · xeJn· Then the product of the upper homogeneous parts 
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of f (m)(x) and 9(n)(x) can be writt en in the form ( Y WI(x)pI) ( ~ qJWJ(x)) , where 
only finitely many of PI, qJ EA are non zero. Since the (m + n)-homogenous part of 
J(x)g(x) is zero, we have 
Since {wI(x) etWJ(x)l et E T} is a K-basi s for A[(x)](m+n)' then the doubl e sum in 
equat ion (5.1) is equal to zero if and only if PiqJ = 0 for all ordered pairs (I, J). Lack 
of zero divisors in A implies that th ere cannot exist both an J and a J for which 
PI -=/ 0 and qJ -=/ 0. This means that eith er p1 = 0 for all J, or qJ = 0 for all J . 
Therefore, A[(x)] has no zero divisors. 
Using indu ct ion on the numb er of elements of X, as in Lemma 5.1, we conclud e 
that A[(X)] has no zero divisors. • 
Corollary 5.3. The K-algebra A[(x)] has nilpotent elements if and only if A has zero 
divisors. 
Proof. If A[(x)] has nilpotent elements, then in particular , it has zero divisors . Hence 
by Th eorem 5.2 A has zero divisors. Conversely if a, b E A such that ab = 0 th en 
bxa E A[(x)] is nilpotent because (bxa) 2 = bxabxa = 0. • 
We note here , that if A has ident ity, then both Ac(x) and A((x)) have zero divisors . 
An obvious cause for th is is the fact that lx-=/ x. Hence, l x - x-=/ 0, and a( l x - x) = 
ax - ax = 0 provides an easy examp le of a zero divisor. 
Th e rigid natur e of parenthesis in A(((x))) allows the algebra to escape the pitfall s 
t hat cause zero divisors in its nonunit ary quotients. 
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Theorem 5.4. Let A be a K-algebra (resp. a K-algebra with identity) which is a 
free K-module. The algebra A(((x))) (resp. A[((x))]) has zero divisors if and only if A 
has zero divisors. 
Proof. If A has zero divisors , then A(((x))) and A(((x))] have zero divisors among the 
constant polynomials. Assume that A has no zero divisors. Recall the K-basis F 
of A(((x))) and G of A[((x))] from pages 19- 20. We show here that A[((x))] has no 
zero divisors. The proof that A(((x))) has no zero divisors can be given by replacing 
G with F throughout this proof. Suppose that J(x)g(x) = 0. Note first that the 
product of nonzero constant polynomials is nonzero by assumption. Similarly, the 
product of a nonzero constant polynomial and a nonzero polynomial is nonzero. Thus , 
we will suppose that J(x) and g(x) are nonconstant. Then for the product of the 
upper homogeneous parts we have the equation f(m)(x)g(n)(x) = 0. We know that 
f (m)(x) = I::1 k1B1(x) where k1 EK, B1(x) E C(m)· Hence , 
= LL k1l1B1(x)B1(x). 
I J 
Note that the product BI (x)B 1(x) is an element of the K-basis G for all I and J. Also, 
B1(x)B1(x) = BI'(x)Bp(x) if and only if (J, J) = (I' , J'). Thus , f(m)(x)g(n)(x) = 0 
if and only if k1 l1 = 0 for all (I , J). Hence, either J(x) = 0 or g(x) = 0. Therefore, 
A[((x))] has no zero divisors. • 
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CHAPTER 6 
ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF POLYNOMIAL ALGEBRAS 
In this section we discuss add itional algebraic prop ert ies of the polynomial 
algebras. 
Lemma 6.1. For any unitary algebra A, char A= char A[((X))]. 
Proof. A is a subalgebra of A[((X))], and lA = lA[((x)l Hence char A = char A[((X))]. D 
The following proposition contains intuitive but useful facts about the degree of 
polynomials. 
Proposition 6.2. Let A be a K-algebra that has the structure of a free K-module , 
and let f(X) and g(X) be polynomials in A[X] (resp. Ac(x), A[(X)], A((X)), A[((X))], 
or A(((X))) . Then 
(1) deg(f(X) + g(X)) S max(deg f(X), degg(X)). 
(2) deg(f(X)g(X)) S degf(X) +degg(X). 
(3) If f(X),g(X) are in A[X], (resp. N(A)[(X)], A[((X))], A(((X)))) and A has no zero 
divisors, deg(f(X)g(X)) = degf(X) + degg(X). 
Proof. The proof is ana logous to the proof of the same claims in the commutative 
case. By looking at the upper homogeneous part off (X) and g(X) respectively and 
using the zero divisor results of chapter 5, the result follows immedi ate ly. D 
Corollary 6.3. Let A be a domain with identity. The units of A[X], N(A)[(X)], and 
A[((X))] are precisely the units in the algebra of coeflicients. 
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Proof. Suppose f (x)g(x) = 1. According to Proposition 6.2 we must have deg f (x) = 
deg g(x) = 0. Hence, both f (x) and g(x) are units in the algebra of coefficients. D 
Using the universal property of A(((X))) we know that every K-algebra homo-
morphism¢: A---. B can be extended to a K-algebra homomorphism 1/J*: A(((X))---. 
B(((X))). If A and Bare associative (resp. commutative associative) then¢ extends to 
a unique map A((X)) ---. B((X)) (resp. Ac(x) ---. H(X) ). If A and Bare unitary, (resp. 
unitary associative or unitary commutative associative) and ¢(1A) = ls, then ¢ ex-
tends to a unique map A(((X))] ---. B[((X))] (resp. A[(X)] ---. B[(X)] or A[X] ---. B[X]). 
That is, under the assumptions above we fill in the vertical maps of the commutative 
diagram 
(6.1) 
Lemma 6.4. Let A and B be K-alg ebras that are free K-modules. The K-algebra 
homomorphism 1/J*: A(((X))) ---. B(((X))) is injective (resp. surjective) if and only if 
¢ : A ---. B is injective (resp. surjective). The same statement holds if we replace 1/J* 
with any of the vertical maps in diagram (6.1). 
Proof. The map ¢: A ---. B restricts to a map from a K-basis T of A to a K-basis V 
of B. Recall that we have seen a K-basis S of A(((X))) in terms of T and a K-basis U 
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of B(((X))) in terms of V in Theorem 4.4. We note that 'ljJ* restricts to map T -. V. 
The maps are summarized in the commutative diagram 
T-----S 
A/ l A/_((X))( l 
l/v l /u 
B B(((X))) 
The function ¢ is injective (resp. surjective) if and only if the map ¢ lr_,v is 
injective (resp. surjective) if and only if th e map 'l/J*ls-,u is injective (resp. surjective) 
if and only if 'I/J* is injective (resp. surjective). Proofs of the other claims are ana logous. 
• 
When K is a field, we often study the field of rational expressions, which consist 
of fractions of polynomials in K[(x)]. A natural cur iosity would be whether it is 
possible to study arbitrary fractions of polynomials in N(A)[(x)] when there are no 
zero divisors among the polynomials. To answer this question we must first give 
Definition 6.5. An associat ive ring Risa right Ore domain provided R satisfies 
(1) Risa domain , 
(2) aR n bR i- 0 for any a, b E R. 
A left Ore domain is defined analogously. 
A right Ore domain R can be embedded in a division ring in which every element 
has the form ab- 1 with a E R , b E R - {O}. Hence, if A[(X)] were an Ore domain, 
then we could study these "fractions of polynomials." However , A[(X)] is not an Ore 
domain as seen by 
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Example 6.6. The ring N(A)[(X)] fails to satisfy the left and right Ore conditions. For 
instance, if N(A) is a domain and ei and ei are K-linearly independent elements of 
N(A), then by Theorem 4.3 eixf(x) =I ejxg(x) for all nonzero f(x) , g(x) in N(A)[(x)]. 
The choice of a= eix and b = ejx results in the intersection 
eixN(A)[(x)] n ejxN(A)[(x)] = {O}. 
Thus the right Ore condition fails. Th e left Ore condition fails by a symmetric 
argument. 
We shall see in the following two propositions that the effort to check if N(A)[(X)] 
was an Ore dom ain was not wast ed . Th e Hilbert Basis Th eorem asserts that th e 
polynomial algebra K[X] is Noetherian if and only if K is Noetherian. 
Proposition 6. 7. If N(A) is a domain, the algebra N(A)[(X)] is not Noetherian. 
Proof. If N(A) is a domain , then N(A) [(X)] is also a dom ain. Goldie's Theorem states 
that a Noetherian domain is an Ore domain [1]. N(A)[(X)] fails to sat isfy the Ore 
condition s. Hence, N(A) [(X)] is not Noetherian • 
A well-known result in commutativ e algebra is that if K is a domain , then K[x] 
is a principal ideal domain (PID). 
Proposition 6.8. If A is an associative K-c entral division algebra, then A[(x)] is not 
aPID. 
Proof. According to Cohn [1], a PID must satisfy both the right and left Ore condi-
tions. Hence A[(x)] is not a PID . • 
We note her e that intuition that has been gleaned from the case of a commutative 
associative algebra K[ x] , in relation to principle ideals of polynomials , is likely to be 
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unsound when applied to arbitrary polynomial algebras. It is a well known result in 
commutative theory that the only elements of K[X] that generate the ideal K[X] are 
the units of K . 
Example 6.9. Let n be a positive integer. Consider the ideal I = (xn + k) C IH[x]. 
I contains the unit (xn + k)i - i(xn + k) = 2j. Hence , I= IH[x]. Similarly, we can 
consider the ideal J = (ixn + xni + k) C IH[(x)]. J contains the unit ( ixn + xni + k )i -
i(ixn + xni + k) = 2j, so J = IH[(x)]. Hence, both IH[x] and IH[(x)] are generated by 




Polynomi al functions in several variables were briefly discussed in [8]. Here we 
restrict our discussion to polynomial functions in a single variable. 
Each polynomial f (x) in A(((x))) (resp. A[((x))]) induces a polynomial function 
J: A - A. We denote the set of polynomi al functions so obtained by P(A). Thus ev-
ery polynomial function f E P(A) is obtained from a polynomi al f (x) E A(((x))) (resp. 
A[((x))]). If A is assoc iativ e (resp. assoc iativ e with identity) , then each polynomial 
function f E P(A) can be obtained from a polynomial J(x) E A((x)) (resp. A[(x)] ). 
If A is commutative associat ive (resp. commutative associative with identity), then 
each polynomial function f E P(A) can be obtained from a polynomial f(x) in Ac(x) 
(resp. A[x]). 
Polynomials in nuclear indeterminates or centra l indeterminates induce polyno-
mial functions with a restricted domain. The polynomial algebra A((x)) (resp. A[(x)]) 
generates all polynomial functions N(A) - A, and Ac(x) (resp. A[x]) generates all 
polynomial functions Z(A) - A. 
The K-algebra P(A) is closed under pointwise function multiplication. Said 
differently , the evaluat ion map A(((x))) - A is a K-algebra homomorphism. An 
element c of A is said to be a root of f(x) or a zero off if J(c) = 0 EA. 
7 .1 Roots of Polynomials 
Because mathematicians are concerned with solving equations, it is important to 
ask 
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Question 7.1. How do we know if a polynomial has a root? 
We endeavor to give a partial answer to this question in this sect ion . 
Bezout's theorem is a well known result in the theory of commut at ive polyno-
mials , which asserts that k is a root of f(x) E Z(A)[x] if and only if (x - k) divid es 
evenly into J(x). We not ed in Section 2.2 that k is a right root of f(x) E N(A) [x] if 
and only if (x - k) is a right divisor of f(x). 
Here we seek an analog of these results that will apply to all polynomials. How-
ever, we encounter a major obstacle in the fact that there is no genera lized division 
algorithm for polynomials in noncomm utin g and/or nonassociating indeterm inates . 
Fortunately , however , it is possible to divide by polynomials of the form (x - k). This 
fact allows us to demonstrate 
Theorem 7.2 (Generalizatio n of Bezout's Theorem). An element kin A is root of a 
polynomial f(x) , if and only if f(x) is contained in the ideal (x - k). 
Proof. To prove the "if" statement, we note that if f(x) E (x-k ) , then f(x) is a sum of 
terms that have (x-k) as a factor. Hence, f(k) = 0, so k is a root of J(x). To prove the 
"only if" statement, first reca ll that each monom ial m(x) in A[x] (resp. Ac(x), A[(x)], 
A((x)), A[((x))], and A(((x)))) can be represented as m(x) = (a0, x, aI , ... , an- I, x, an)' , 
where ai is a (possibly empty) sequence of coefficients in A. For examp le, in A[x] we 
have axn = (a, x, x, .. . , x)" . We note by direct calculatio n that the equat ion 
m(x) = (ao, (x - k), aI , x , . .. , an- I, x, an)"+ r(x) 
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holds when r(x) = (a0 ,k ,a1,x, .. . ,an- 1,x,an)'°Y. We observe that degr(x) = n -1. 
Repeating this process inductively gives us the equa lity 
n 
m(x) = 2)ao , (x - k), a1, (x - k) , ... ' (x - k), ai, x, ... 'x, an-I , x , an)' 
i=l 
n 
= I)ao , (x - k), a1, (x - k), ... , (x - k) , ai,x, ... , x, an- 1,x, an)' 
i=l 
+ m(k). 
Note that the nonconstant summands in the above equations are from the ideal (x-k). 
The polynomial f (x) is a sum of monomials, and hence can be written in the form 
l 
f(x) = L mi(x) + f(k), 
i=l 
where each mi(x) is from the ideal (x - k). Thus , if f(k) = 0, then f(x) is in the 
ideal (x - k). • 
In the proof above, we have also proved an analog of the remainder theorem for 
commutative polynomials. 
Lemma 7.3 (Analog of Remainder Theorem). Let a E A, n E N(A) and z E Z(A). 
Then the polynomials f(x) E A(((x))), g(x) E N(AX(x)), and h(x) E Z(At(x) can be 
rewritten in the form 
f (x) = L(P i1 (x), Pi2 (x) , ... , Pik (x), (x - a),% (x), % (x), ... , % (x) )' 1 + f (a), 
I 
g(x) = LP1(x)(x - n)q1(x) + g(n) , and h(x) = q(x)(x - z) + h(z). 
I 
The same equations hold if f(x) E A[((x))], g(x) E N(A) [(x)], or h(x) E Z(A)[x]. 
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Unfortun ate ly, Bezout 's Th eorem is of litt le use in recogni zing if a given polyn o-
mial has any roots in A. 
We not e here, that not every polynomial over a division algebra has a root. In 
fact, the equat ion in lH 
(7.1) ix+ xi - k = 0, 
has no solut ions in lH or in any ring exte nsion of JH. This lack of solution s can be 
seen as a conseq uence of the cont rad ict ion 
-k = -(ix+ xi) = i(ix + xi)i = i(k)i = k. 
However, significant progress has been made in special cases toward answering 
the question of which polynomials have a root . Cohn has shown that for an associative 
division ring D with identity, every nonconstant polynomial in D[x) has a right root 
in some division ring extens ion of D . Cohn has also shown that certa in polynomi als in 
D[(x)) always have roots in some division ring extension of D. See [6] for a discussion 
of equations in division rings with identity. 
A certain class of real divis ion algebras called the composition algebras are of such 
a nature that it is possible to show that a polynomial has a root using a topological 
argum ent. A real composition algebra is a nonzero IR-algebra A with a norm I· I such 
that lpqj = IPI jqj E IR for all p, q E A. The reals IR,, comp lexes <C, quaternions lH, and 
octon ions <D are examp les of compos ition algebras , tho ugh there are infinite ly many 
others (see [8]). 
Eilenberg and Niven showed in [2] that every polynomial in lH[(x)) with upper 
homog eneous part a monomial has a root in JH. In particular, every polynomia l in 
lH[x) has a right root in JH. In [8] Wilczynski expan ded the result of Eilenberg and 
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Niven to a wider class of polynomials in 1H[(x)] while at the same time showing that his 
expanded result would hold when the domain of coefficients is any real composition 
algebra. 
It is a difficult task to find the number of roots of a given polynomial. Some 
polynomials have an infinite number of roots such as the polynomial xi - ix in 1H[(x)], 
which has (C as the set of roots. Gordon and Motzkin showed in [3] that if A is a 
K-central associative division algebra with identity, then the number of right roots of 
a polynomial of degree n in A[x] must be one of 0, 1, ... , n , or oo. They also showed 
that if K is algebraically closed, and A is a unitary central K division algebra of 
dimension d, then there exist polynomials of degree n in A[(x)] that have 0, 1, . .. , nd, 
and oo roots respectively. If K is algebraically closed , then 0, 1, ... , nd, and oo are 
the only possibilities for the number of roots of an n-degree polynomial in A[(x)]. 
7.2 Polynomials Versus Polynomial Functions 
In many undergraduate algebra courses there is little distinction made between 
polynomials and polynomial functions. This is because the polynomial algebra K[x] 
and the polynomial function algebra P(K) are isomorphic whenever K is an infinite 
field. When K is not an infinite field, however, it is always the case that P(K) is 
only a quotient of K[x]. For example , consider the algebras Z2[x] and P(Z 2 ). Z2[x] 
contains infinitely many distinct monomials {0, 1,x ,x2 , ... , xn , .. . }. However, P(Z 2 ) 
consists of only 4 elements , as there exist only 4 distinct functions on a set of 2 
elements. 
In this section we investigate the relationship between polynomials and polyno-
mial functions over an algebra A with identity which is a finite dimensional division 
algebra over K = KIA = Z(A). Define a polynomial function f to be of degree n if 
n is the smallest number such that f is induced by an n-degree polynomial f (x). We 
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can now consider 
Question 7.4. If A is a finite dimensional associative unitary central K-algebra, then 
is A[(x)] isomorphic to P(A)? 
To answer this question, we will examine P(A) via an isomorphic structure. 
Wilczynski has shown in [8] that if A is a d-dimensional division central K-algebra 
over an infinite field K with basis { e1, ... , ed}, then there is an algebra isomorphism 
P(A) ~ A[x1, ... , xd]. An explicit isomorphism can be constructed as follows: Th e 
map AU {x}--+ A[x1, ... ,xd] with rule of assignment x--+ x1e1 + x2e2 + · · · + xded 
exte nds to a uniqu e K-algebra homomorphism A[(x)] --+ A[x1, ... ,x d] that maps a 
polynomial f (x) E A[(x)] with rule of assignment 
The isomorphism A[x1, ... ,xd] --+ P(A) is given by mapping f(x 1, ... ,xd ) f--+ f. 
Thus, we have the following commutative diagrams 
A[(x)] ---+ A[x1, .. . , xd] 
(7.2) ~ 1~ 
P(A) 
Hence, we can check whether there is a nonzero kernel in the K-algebra ho-
momorphism A[(x)] --+ P(A) by checking to see if there is a nonzero kernel in the 
K-module homomorphism A[(x)](n)--+ A[x1, ... ,xd] (n)' 
By Proposition 4.3 a K-module basis of A[(x)] (n) is given by the set of polynomials 
of the form aoxa1x ... xan, where ai E {e1, ... ,ed } , Hence , dimA[(x)](n) = dn+l_ 
By Lemma 4.1 a K-basis of A[x1, ... ,xd](n) is given by the set of polynomials 
of the form aix~1x; 2 ... x? , where n 1 + n 2 + · · · + nd = n and ai E { e1, ... , ed}- A 
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combinatori al arg um ent shows that dim K[x 1, ... , xd] (n) = (n+~-1) , and we know that 
[A: K] = d, so dimA[x1 , ... ,xci] (n) = d(n+~- 1) . 
A comparison of these dimensions shows that 
with equality only when n = 0, n = 1 or d = 1. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show the relat ions 
between the dimensions of A[x1, . . . ,x d](n) and A[(x)](n)· 
We see that there is ind eed a nonzero kernel in the K-module homomorphism 
A[(x)](n)---, A[x1, ... ,xd] (n)' and hence, a nonzero kernel in the K-algebra homomor-
phism A[(x)] ---, P(A) , in fact an infini te dimensional kernel. Said differently, there 
exist infinit ely many K-linearly ind ependent polynomials in A[(x)] which indu ce the 
zero polynomial function. We will call the kernel of the map A[(x)] ---, P(A) the ideal 
of vanis hing polynomials, or polynomials which vanish on A. 
Example 7.5. Cons ultin g tab les 7.1 and 7.2 shows us that the kernel of the map 
IH[(x)] (2) ---, P(IH) (2) will have a 64 - 40 = 24 dimensional IR-basis and hence a 6 
dimensiona l IH-basis. In fact a (left or right) IH-basis for the kernel of the map 
IH[(x)] (
2
) ---, P(IH)(2) is given by 
/31 (x) = ixix - xixi + jxjx - xjxj + kxkx - xkxk, 
/32 (x) = xjxj - jx 2j + kxixj - ixjxk + ix 2i - ixix, 
(33 (x) = jxjx - jx 2j + ix 2i - xixi - jxixk + kxjxi , 
{34(x) = xjxj - jx 2j + kx 2k - kxkx - ixkxj + kxjxi, 
(35 (x) = jxjx - jx 2j + kx 2k - xkxk + jxkxi - ixjxk, 
(36 (x) = -x 2 - kx 2 k - ixix + kxixj - jxjx - kxjxi. 
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Table 7.1: Dimension of the K-module A[x1 , ... ,xd](n) where A is an associative 
d-dimensional division K-algebra with identity 
n 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
3 9 18 30 45 63 84 108 135 
d 4 16 40 80 140 224 336 480 660 
5 25 75 175 350 630 1050 1650 2475 
6 36 126 336 756 1512 2772 4752 7722 
7 49 196 588 1470 3234 6468 12012 21021 
8 64 288 960 2640 6336 13728 27456 51480 
Table 7.2: Dimension of the K-module A[(x)] (n) where A is a d-dimensional associative 
division central K-algebra with identity 
n 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 
3 9 27 81 243 729 2187 6561 19683 
d 4 16 64 256 1024 4096 16384 65536 262144 
5 25 125 625 3125 15625 78125 390625 1953125 
6 36 216 1296 7776 46656 279936 1679616 10077696 
7 49 343 2401 16807 117649 823543 5764801 40353607 
8 64 512 4096 32768 262144 2097152 16777216 134217728 
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Similarly, in the algebra of real Octonions (!) with basis { 1, e1 , . .. , e7 } the polynomial 
7 
8(x) = L ((eix)ei)x - ((xei)x)ei 
i= l 
is contained in the kernel of (!)[((x))] (z) - P((!))(z) , although in this case the kernel is 
of infinite dimension. Any other choice of groupings , for 8(x) will also result in a 
polynomial in the kernel, because (!) is an alternative algebra, and each product in 
8(x) is a product of x and one element of(!). 
Question 7.6. If we have a K-algebra homomorphism A[(x)] - B[(x)] indu ced by a K-
algebra homomorphism A - B , then is there a canonica l K-algebra homomorphism 
P(A) - P(B)? That is, does there exist a K-algebra homomorphism such that the 
following diagram commutes? 
A----+ A[(x)] -------+ P(A) 
l l l7 
B----+ B[(x)]----+ P(B). 
The answer to this question is no , as illustrated by 





0 0 1 0 , 
0 0 0 1 
i 1------c> -1 0 0 0 
( 
0 1 0 0) 
0 0 0 1 , 
0 0 -1 0 
J 1------c> (
00 0 - 1) 0 0 - 1 0 
0 1 0 0 ' 
1 0 0 0 
k 1------c> 
( 
0 0 - 1 0) 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 · 
0 - 1 0 0 
If there is an IR-algebra homomorphism P(IH) - P(M 4 (IR)), then the polynomial 
function /Ji = 0 E P(IH) induced by /3i(x) from Example 7.5 must map to O in 
P(M 4 (IR)) as in the diagram 
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However , a quick check reveals that not all elements of M4 (IR) are a solution of the 
equation /3i(x) = 0. Hence, {Ji = 0 E P(IH) does not map to 0 E P(M 4 (IR)). Thus, 
there exists no canonical map from P(IH) to P(M 4 (IR)). 
Proposition 7.8. Let K = KIA = Z(A) be an infinite field. Let A be a finite 
dimensional division K-algebra. Then the polynomial function algebra P(A) has no 
zero divisors. 
Proof. By a theorem of Wilczynski [8] P(A) ~ A[x1 , ... , xd] under the hypotheses 
of the proposition . Recall from Lemm a 5.1 that the traditional polynomial algebra 
A[X] has zero divisors iff A has zero divisors. Thus, P(A) ~ A[x1 , ... , xd] has no 
zero divisors. D 
7.3 Polynomial Composition 
Each polynomial funct ion in P(A)(l) is a K-linear transformation A-. A. As a 
set of linear transformations , P(A)(l ) has the structure of an algebra with multipli-
cat ion given by function composition . Under a stronger hypoth esis on A, P(A)(l) is 
the set of all linear transformations of A. 
Proposition 7.9. Let K = KIA = Z(A) be an infinite field . If A is ad-dimensional 
division K-algebra , then P(A)(l) is isomorphic to the matrix algebra Md(K). 
Proof. We need only show that every linear transformation of A is given by a poly-
nomial function of degree one. This could be proved directly by invoking Jacobson 's 
Density Theor em [4]. For our proof , however , we utilize a convenient shortcut by 
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referring to a result given in [8] (which follows from results in [3] and [7], which in 
turn require Jacobson's Density Theorem). Let { e1, ... , ed} be a K-basis of A. Every 
linear transformation of A can be given by 
d 
k1e1 + · · · + kded f--t L fi(k1, ... , kd)ei, 
i= l 
where f i(x 1 , ... ,xd) E K[x 1 , ... ,xd ](l)' Thus (for a fixed basis) each linear transfor-
mation of A is given uniquely by a polynomial in A[ x1 , ... , xd] (l)' In [8] Wilczynski 
showed that the map A[(x)] - A[x1 , ... ,xd] from diagram 7.2 is surjective under the 
assumptions of the proposition. In particular, the map A[(x)](l)--; A[x1 , ... ,xd](i) is 
onto. Therefore, P(A)(l) ~ Md(K). • 
Just as we can com pose two polynomial functions fog it is possible to "com pose" 
two polynomials J(x) o g(x). We can formally define the composition of polynomials 
by first extend ing the inclusion map A - A(((x))) to a map AU {x} - A(((x))) which 
maps x to g(x) and then invoking the universal property. The univers al property 
guarantees that we have a K-algebra endomorph ism 0g(x): A(((x))) --; A(((x))) which 
maps a polynomial J(x) = ~rCaio,x, ... ,x,ainr with rule of assignm ent 
0g(x)U(x)) = J(x) o g(x) = J(g(x)) = L(a io, g(x), · · · g(x), ain)'Y. 
I 
This same construction allows us to define the composition of polynomials in A[((x))], 
N(AX(x)), N(A)[(x)], Z(Af(x), and Z(A)[x]. 
Example 7.10. Consider the following interesting polynomials in IH[(x)]: 
• r(x) = ¼(x - ixi - jxj - kxk), 
• i(x) = ¼(x - ixi + jxj + kxk), 
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• j(x) = ¼(x + ixi - jxj + kxk), 
• k(x) = ¼(x + ixi + jxj - kxk). 
The po lynomial funct ions r, i, j, k: lH --* lH are projections of lH = JR EB JRi EB JRj EB JRk 
onto JR, JRi, JRj, and JRk, respective ly. A quick check shows that 
r(x) + i(x) + j(x) + k(x) = x. 
We would natura lly expect the composite function r o i to be the zero function. It is 
also the case that , the composite polynomial r(x) oi(x) is the zero polynomial. Hence 
-oo = deg [r(x) o i(x)] < (degr(x))(degi(x)) = 1. 
The example provides an illustration of 
Lemma 7.11. Let f(x) and g(x) be polynomia ls of degrees m and n, respectively, in 
A(((x))) (resp. A[((x))], N(A)((x)), N(A)[(x)] , Z(A)c(x), or Z(A)[x]). Then 
deg[f (x) o g(x)] :::; mn. 
Proof. Because of the inequa lity deg(J(X) + g(X)):::; max(degf(X) , degg(X)) from 
Corollary 6.2 we need only show that the lemma holds when f (x) and g(x) are mono-
mials. If f(x) = (ao,X, ... ,x,am)", then f(x) 0 g(x) = (ao,g(x), ... ,g(x),amtr• 
Thus , we have a product involving m copies of g(x). We apply the inequality 
deg (J(x)g(x)) :::; deg f (x)+deg g(x) from Corollary 6.2 m times to get deg f (x)og(x) :::; 
~ - D 
Even in the case where A is a division K-algebra we may not have equa lity , as 




A feature of polynomials familiar to calculus students is the formal derivative 
(see [4]) d:: A[x] -, A[x], which maps a polynomial J(x) = I:7=o aixi with rule of 
assignment 
The definition of a formal derivativ e does not depend on the concept of a limit. 
Derivatives are not K-algebra homomorphisms , although they are homomorphisms 
of K-modules. We enumerate some properties of the derivative in 
Proposition 8.1. Let K be a ring with identity. Then for c E K and J(x) , g(x) E 
K[x], 
(1) fJcf(x)] = cd:[J(x)], 
(2) fJJ(x) + g(x)] = fJJ(x)] + d: [g(x)], 
(3) d: [J(x)g(x)] = J(x) d: [g(x)] + d: [J(x)]g(x), 
(4) d: [g(xt] = ng(x)n-l fx [g(x)]. 
This proposition will follow as a direct corollary to Theorem 8.4. Any func-
tion mapping a K -a lgebra A _, A satisfying properties (1), (2), and (3) is called a 
derivation on A. 
We shall see that properties similar to those in Proposition 8.1 hold for the 
derivative d: A[ x] -, A[ x]. Here we seek a more general version of the derivative 
that will serve as maps ix) : A[(x)] _, A[(x)] and d((~)) : A[((x))] -, A[((x))] respective ly. 
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At the same time however , we desire dt) and dt)) to be derivations that respect the 
classical derivative d: in the sense that the diagram 
A[((x))] ~ A[(x)] ~ A[x] 
(8.1) ~1 lxil l1x 
A[((x))] ~ A[(x)] ~ A[x] 
is commutative. In particular , when we restrict the domain of ix) to be K[(x)] ~ K[x], 
t d d d t . "d we wan d(x) an dx o comc1 e. 
For a K-algebra A that is a free K-module , we will define the derivative of 
polynomials in A[((x))] by first defining the derivative on a basis of monomials. Let 
{ea} be a K-basis of A. Each monomial in a K-basis of polynomials can be written 
in the form m(x) = (e0, x , e1, ... , en-l, x , en)'Y, where ei is a possibly empty sequence 
of coefficients in {ea} that immediat ely follow the ( i - 1 )st x in m(x) and precede the 
ith x in m(x). Then we define 
That is, in the ith summand of the derivative we replace the ith x with 1. We then 
exten d this map to be a K-module homomorphism . 
In order to show that ix) and ix)) have the desired properties mentioned above 
we first prove 
Lemma 8.2. Let p(x) = (a0, x, a1 , ... , an-l, x, an)'Y be an arbitrary monomial in a 
unitary polynomial algebra. Then 
d n 
d((x)) [p(x)] = ~(ao , x, 0:1, .. . ' x, ai-1 , 1, ai, X ... ' an- 1, x, anr-
t= l 
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Proof. We note first that each element of A in each sequence ai can be written as a K-
linear combination of elements of { e0 }. Thus , for some multiindices I = ( i0 , ... , in), 
k1 E K, and sequences eik of elements in { e0 }, 
p(x) = L k1(eio, x, ei1) ... ) ein - 1' x, ein)". 
I 
Hence, we can compute the derivative 
n 
= Lk1 L(e io,x,ei1,···,x,eij - l ) l,e ij,x ... ,ein- 1)x,ein)"Y 
I j=l 
n 
= LL k1(eio, x, ei1' ... 'x, eij - 1 l 1, eij' X ... 'ein- 1) x, ein)" 
j=l I 
n 
= L(cio , x, ci1, ... 'x, ai-l, 1, ai, X .. . 'cin- l, x, cin)"Y. 
j=l 
The last equality is a consequence of the K-bilinear multiplication in A[((x))]. • 
For f (x) in A[((x))] we define ix): A[(x)] -+ A[(x)] by assigning the derivative of 
the equivalence class [J(x)] in A[(x)] to the equivalence class [d(t)) [f (x)]] in A[(x)]. 
We can see that ix) is a well defined map by observing that if we have equality 
of monomials m(x) = (a0 , x, ... , x, cin)"Y = (b0 , x, ... , x, bn)8 E A[(x)], then we have 
equality of elements of A[(x)] obtained from the rule of assignment of dt)) applied to 
m(x): 
n n 
L(ao, x, ... , x, ai-l , 1, ai, x ... , x , an)"= L(bo, x, ... , x, bi-I, 1, bi, x ... , x, bn/-
i=l i=l 
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Lemma 8.3. Diagram (8.1) is a commutative diagram. 
Proof. Each monomial m(x) in A[x], A[(x)], or A[((x))] can be represented (possibly 
nonuniquely) as m(x) = (a0 ,x ,a1, ... ,an- 1,x,an)'Y For example, in A[x] we have 
e1xn = ( e1 , x, x, ... , x)'Y. Thus , we need only show that the rul es of assignment of 1"'{, 
dfx), and d(fx)) coincide on m(x). The rules of ix), and d{)) coincide on each monomial 
by definition. To see that d: coincides with ix) and d(~) we must recall that the 
quotient maps A[(x)] -+ A[x] and A[((x))] -+ A[x] have rule of assignment 
Thus, we can app ly the rule of assignment of ix)) to m(x) in A[x] to get 
d n 
d((x)) [m(x )] = 8(ao, x, a1' .. . 'x, ai- 1' 1, ai, X ... 'an- 1, x, anr 
n 
= L (ao, 1, 0:1, ... ' 1,a i- 1, 1, ai, 1 ... ' an-1, 1, an)'Yxn- l 
i = l 
- (- 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - )1' n - l -nao , ,al , ·· ·, ,ai- 1, , ai, .. , ,an- 1, ,an X 
d 
= d)m(x)]. 
Hence, d: , dfx), and d(fx)) coincide on all polynomials. 
Furthermore , we have the ana log of Proposition 8.1. 
• 
Theorem 8.4. Let A be a unitary K-algebra that is a free K-module. Then for a 
constant c EA and polynomials f(x), g(x), h1 (x), ... , hn(x) in A[((x))], 
(1) d(fx)) [cf (x)] = cd(fx)) [f (x)] and d(fx)) [J(x)c] = d(fx)) [f (x)]c 
(2) d(t)) [f (x) + g(x)] = ix)) [f (x)] + d(t)) [g(x)], 
(3) ix)) [f (x)g(x)] = f (x) d(fx)) [g(x)] + d(fx)) [f (x)]g(x), 
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(4) For h(x) = (h1(x), ... , hn(x))'Y, 
ix)) [h(x)] = I::: 1 ( h1 (x), ... , hi- I (x), d(t)) [hi(x)], hi+l (x), ... , hn (x) )'. 
The sa m e statements hold true if we repla ce dtx)) with dt) (resp. f) and A[((x))] 
with A[(x)] (resp. A[x]). In parti cular, d(t)) ' dt)' and d: are derivations . 
Proof. (2) holds by definition of d(t))' For (1) we test first on a monomi al. 
n 
= CL (ao' x , a1' ... ' x, ai-l, 1, ai' X ... 'an-I, x , an)' 
i=l 
By (2), the der ivat ive of a sum is th e sum of the deriv at ives, so dtx)) [cf (x)] = 
d(t)) [I::7=1 cmi(x)] = I::: 1 cd(t)) [mi(x)] = cd(t)) [J(x)]. (3) For mon om ials m(x) and 
p(x) = (b0 , x, ... , x, bk)'' we hav e 
d(~)) [m(x)p(x)] = d(~)) [ao, x ... , an, b0 , x, ... , x, bk)'+,' ] 
n 
- ""(- - 1 - - -b -b ),+,' - ~ ao,x, ... ,x,ai- I, ,ai,···,x, an, o, x , ... ,x, k 
i= l 
k 
+ L(ao , x, . .. , x, an, bo, x, ... ,, x, bj-l, 1, bj, ... , x, bk)'+,' 
j=l 
n 
= L(ao ,x, ... ,x ,ai- l , 1,ai, .. . , x,an)'p(x) 
i= l 
k 
+ L m(x)(bo, x, ... ,, x, bj- I, 1, bj, ... , x, bk)'' 
j=l 
d d 
= d)m(x)]p(x) + m(x) dx[p(x)]. 
( 4) is prov ed by indu ct ion on n . For n = 1 the statement is tru e by definition . We 
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assume now that the statement holds for n = 1, ... , k - 1. For some i E { 1, ... , k - 1} 
we can decompose h(x) = h(x)h(x), where h(x) = (h 1 (x), ... , hi(x)) 8 and h(x) 
(hi+l (x) , ... , hk(x)}°' and 8 + 8' =,. By (3) we have 
Hence, the result holds for all n. We know the proposition holds for dt) and d: 
respectively, because they respect the quotient maps A[((x))] --+ A[(x)] and A[(x)] ---. 
A[x] respectively as shown in diagram (8.1). • 
For each derivative function we have the inequality 
(8.2) 
d 
deg d((x)) [J(x)] :S:: deg f(x) - 1. 
Example 8.5. The derivative 
d 
d(x) [ixix - xixi] = (ixi - x) - (ixi - x) = 0. 
shows that we may have a strict inequality in equation (8.2). 
Question 8.6. Is the derivative of a vanishing polynomial sti ll a vanishing polynomial? 
If one thinks of the classical definition of the derivative, then one may expect an 
affirmative answer. If a function is the zero function , then so is its derivative. Is this 
true when dealing with a formal derivative where the concept of limit may not app ly? 
The answer is no in genera l. 
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Example 8.7. Let f(x) = x(x - l)(x - 2) = x3 + 2x E Z3[x]. We have equality of 
functions f = 0: Z3 -+ Z3 . However lJJ(x)] = 3x2 + 2 = 2, which yields a function 
that never takes on the value 0. 
We may expect that for polynomials over a real division algebra the answer to 
Question 8.6 may still be yes. A quick check verifies that each polynomial in the 
TI-I-basis {,61 (x), ... , ,66(x)} of the second degree vanishing polynomials in TI-I[(x)] (2) in 
examp le 7.5 has O as its derivative. This result confirms our suspicion and leads to 
Proposition 8.8. The derivative of each vanishing polynomial in TI-I[(x)] or <D[((x))] is 
itself a vanishing polynomial. 
We will prove only the case for <D[((x))], as the proof for TI-I[(x)] is entirely analogous. 
We will use limits to prove this proposition , so we begin with 
Lemma 8.9. Let m(x) = (e0 , x, e1 , . . . , en- I , x , en)'Y be a basic polynomial in <D(((x))). 
Tl1en for each q E <D, 
lim [(eo, q + b.x , . .. , q + b.x, en)'Y - (e0 , q, ... , q, en)" ] 
L>x - o b.x 
L'>x E IR. 
exists and is equal to [d{)  [m(x)]] /q. 
Proof. Let O =I= b.x E IR C <D. We can break th e sum in the expr ession 
1 
Q = b.x [(eo, q + b.x , ... , q + ~x , en)'Y - (eo, q, . .. ' q, enP'] 
into 2n + 1 summands. After combining like terms and distributing ix, 
n 
Q = L(eo, q, e1, ... 'q , ei-1 , 1, ei, q ... , en-I, q, enP' + D, 
i = l 
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where D is an expression that has .0.x as a factor. Hence 
n 
lim Q= ~(eo ,q,el , · ··, q,ei- 1, 1,ei,q .. . ,en-1,q,en)'Y. 
6x - o L 
~xEIR i= l 
D 
Proof of Proposition 8.8. Recall from page 36 that each polynomial J(x) in ([)[((x))] 
induces a polynomial f (x0 , ... , x7) in ([)[x0 , ... , x7] where we use the standard basis 
{ e0 = 1, e1 , ... , e7} for ([)_ We claim to have the following commutative diagram. 
([)[(x)] ---+ ([)[xo, ... , X7] 
1 ~~) la~o 
([)[(x)] ---+ ([)[xo, ... , X7] 
We need only consider the case of a basic polynomial m(x) = (e0 , x , e1, ... , en- 1, x , en)-Y 
in <D(((x))). Let q = q0 + q1e1 + · · · + q7e7 be an arbitrary element of([). 
((
d )) [m(x)] lq = lim [} [ (eo, X + .0.x, ... ) X + .0.x, en)'Y - (eo, x , ... ) x , en)'Y] I ] d X ~x- o uX q 
~x E IR 
= lim [ "l [m(x + .0.x) - m(x)] I ] 
~ x- o ux q 
~x E IR 
= lim [-
1
-[m(x 0 +6xo ,x1, ··· , x7)-m(xo, • • ·,x7) ]1( )] ll.xo --->O .0.x qo, .. ,q1 
= [0~0 
[m(xo , ... ,x1) ]] I . 
(qo, ... m) 
IR is an infinit e field, so P( ([)) ~ ([)[ x0 , ... , x7] by the remark following Question 
7.4. Thus , if f (x) is a vanishing polynomial in ([)[((x))], then f = 0: ([) -+ ([) , and 
therefore J(x 0, . .. , x7) = 0. As a consequence, a°x_
1 
[J(x 0 , ... , x7 )] = 0, so d(t)) [J(x)] is 
a vanishing polynomial in ([)[((x))]. D 
51 
We note in closing that for X = X' U { x} we can define a formal partial derivative 
atx)) on A[((X))], which coincides with the derivative dt1x)): A(((X'))][((x))] ---, A[((X'))][((x))]. 
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